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First PAN INDIA CONFERENCE.
He has devoted his life to following his
The first ever pan-India conference
Master.
He is a promoter of inter reliwas held in Delhi in October, with
gious
dialogue
and initiated “The
about 55 attendees spread over
second
freedom
struggle” for a
Friday evening, Saturday and
hunger-free,
caste
free and corruption
Sunday. The maximum attendance
free
India.
on any one day was 35 people. The
After an inspirational and contemplaopening address was given by
tive
weekend, the pan India conferGeneral (retd) Vasudeva, who was
ence
closed with shared communion.
still recovering from Dengue fever. An
officer from Bangalore made an
The Indian MCF/CNI have resolved
impassioned plea for the revival of
to
be “All one in Christ Jesus”.
Cornelius Network India (CNI). There
Praise
the Lord!.
were various testimonies, teachings
and times of prayer and praise. The
atmosphere was loving and
generous. The key note speaker was
Sachidananda Bharathi, a safron
robed Christian guru who was a
former Squadron Leader Navigator. A
plane crash in 1982 and a subsequent spiritual experience changed Sachidananda
his life. After studying Islam, Sikhism Bharathi
addresses the
and Hinduism, Sachidananda
conference.
became convinced the light of God
General Vasudeva opens the pan India conference. was only truly represented in Jesus.

God moving in an amazing way in SW Europe.
In the Autumn we witnessed
God move in an amazing way
in South-western Europe, in
Spain and Portugal in particular; an answer to much prayer
in recent years.
EXPRESATE’17 was the title
and leit-motif of the National
conference of “Mission 365” –
the Spanish police and military
Christians association, which
took place in October at Gandia, near
Valencia, Spain. The event was well
attended with about 150 people including many young people, families
and more mature members of the organization. The venue they use is a
4-star hotel, right on the beach, which
provides an attraction in itself. About
50 % of the participants

Juanma Nombella (President of the
“Mission 365” Association) as well as
a local pastor. The MMI presentation
took place on the Saturday night and
was very well received by the audience. The Spanish military and police
believers were very vibrant, alive and
active for the Lord. They would gladly
be involved in other international
gatherings.....and then there was Portugal.continued on page 5
were military and the rest were police
and border guard. There was a strong
presence of the Italian MCF, a group
of about 20 people, led by its President Commander Marcelo De Bonis.
A definite highlight of the event was
the Baptism ceremony of 7 new converts which took place in the Mediterranean and was conducted by

Building disciples - Shaping nations

Left: Spanish Military & Police Christian
associations. Above: Sea baptisms.
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Africa
“Send us your power O God and revive us”
by Eddy Amponsah MMI West Africa Staff

The fact that things sometimes
get strangely odd against all
plans and do not pan out as one
would expect, invariably lead to
despondent feelings to deal
with.
The West Africa Anglophone
region has been a necessary
catalyst for the creation of many
MCFs in Africa. Nigeria MCF
looks very organized and formidable, giving them the capability
to host the upcoming PanAfrican Conference.
The context of Sierra Leone and
Ghana MCFs remain different.
Whereas one of these countries
is faced with protocol issues and
is limited in access to AMCF
family information, the other
needs to be creative and much
more strategic in combating the problem hindering its entire operation and expansion.
Sierra Leone Military Christian Fellowship has always been in
contact with MMI and in the past has seen encouraging developments, but now our brothers there feel bothered with a sense of
relegation from the
worldwide community of believers in
uniform. There is an
intense feeling of
‘send us your power
Oh God and revive
us’. In view of that,
let us continue to
support, encourage
and help the min-

istry among the military community there. This sense is compounded by the horrific mudslide disaster which recently hit the
capital city and impacted hugely on them all. Remember them in
prayers.
A few years ago Ghana MCF was known as a vibrant community
– a lighthouse MCF. More recently, although it remains a key
player in the ministry work in the region, it has had some difficult
setbacks, and now faces some obstacles to its development.
Past members bemoan the state of the fellowship after their sacrifice of time and resources, and see that for several years it has
lacked structure and activities. There are fragments of personalities, skills, interests, and willingness to work hard to see better
results. If these can be brought together to collaborate, a framework for a way forward can be developed. The military has
various Christian groupings but they all lack the essential
strength, impact,
and unity for the
military community. A strategic
approach is
needed to bring
growth and
blessings in
MCFGhana.
Top Left:: Eddy Amponsah
Bottom Left: Sierra Leone MCF
Right: MCG Ghana leaders meeting.

Correction to the Autumn Newsletter.
In the Autumn Newsletter Dr. Skhosana of the South
African Defence Force, was incorrectly referred to as the
SANDF Chief Chaplain of the Air Force. This should have
read “Dr. Skhosana, the Acting Air Command Chaplain of
the Air Force within the South African National Defence
Force”. Our aplogies to all concerned.

Middle East
Getting to Know people
Our new RTL for the Middle
East, Richard Meryon was in
Israel with his wife Rosalind in
September, and so was able
to attend the Netivah bimonthly conference for IDF
soldiers, where about 150 IDF
Messianic Believers gathered
for the weekend. “ It was
great. But what was especially impressive was the
thirteen 18 year old high
school leavers who were there
on an 11 week course to
prepare them for their national
service….11 weeks! What
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an intentional commitment on
both sides “
In October Richard & Rosalind
were in Jordan with the Flame
International team, and so
were able to attend the
Jordanian MCF meeting at the
request of BGen Isam
Oumeish (AMCF VP for the region) and LtCol Muafaq al
Salmon. About 25 members
were gathered at M Gen Imad
Mayah’s church although he
was away. Richard was given
the opportunity to speak and

they also met an ex-Air Force
Warrant Officer who is now a
Baptist Pastor and is
interested in the ministry.
At the end of November
Richard, accompanied by Col
Graham Howe, went to Egypt
where they were joined by
BGen Isam. The visit was an
initial ‘get to know’ people,
especially Ihab and Nida who
hosted the visit and who attended our Supporters weekend 2015.
RTL Richard hopes to be able
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to encourage a system of linking a retired service person
with a serving person for
regular one to one prayer support, so that those serving who
feel they can’t be part of the
fellowship can pray with someone who understands.

Ihab and Nida
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Remembering MMI Founder Geoff Skippage
In July MMI received the news that MMI
founder and director Geoff Skippage had
died in March 2017 in a Hungarian
hospital.
During the MMI Prayer Day in September,
we incorporated an Act of Remembrance
within the day, led by Homfray Vines.
Homfray explains why he wore his robes
“Col Charles Amaning, AMCF VP Africa
1984 – 2002 wanted to be present at the
event so he could represent Africa. Sadly
the time was too short to organize a visa
and travel. However there was a deep
feeling that the Africans would like to say
good-bye to Geoff and hence wanted to
be represented at the Act of Remembrance. My only response available was

to do what an African would do and wear
my robes to lead the service.”
Ian Willis - MMI
Chair of Trustees
1997-2008 gave
the tribute.
Ian spoke of how
soon after their
marriage, Geoff
and Sue met
Buck (of ACCTS)
on the Orient
Express, somewhere in
Yugoslavia. Buck persuaded him to leave
the army and join ACCTS and so Geoff
gave up a secure and very promising career as a Sapper and became a staff
worker for ACCTS. He started travelling
but often with virtually no money and two
baby girls it was a very tough time and
very sacrificial for both Sue and Geoff. In
the early 80s ACCTS UK formed as an independent UK charity. The next 20 years
was full-on ministry travelling all round
Africa meeting Presidents and army chiefs
and always being ill on his return. There
were also many trips to Europe. The roots

of many MCF’s go back to these years. At
this time, Geoff was a pioneer and apostle, brave, persistent and a real man of
faith greatly supported by his wife Sue.
Sadly 15 years ago, Geoff left the ministry
and moved to Hungary. Ian closed the
tribute with the following words
“So in summary Geoff, you don’t know
how much we all miss you and I shall always remember the Man of Faith who
under God achieved amazing things few
of us can ever come near to.
Of Geoff it truly can be said ‘ Changing
lives Shaping nations’

Left: Homfray Vines
Centre: Ian Willis
Right:Anthea Fillingham leading prayers

Tributes from Association of Military Christian Fellowship (AMCF) Leaders
The decision of ACCTS to appoint Capt Geoffrey
Skippage to its Staff, as Traveling Secretary to
help the movement in Africa, supplied the greatest impetus in launching a Missionary thrust into
many African nations while preparing for the
Pan-African Conferences. Geoff with his knowledge of French was able to plant fellowships in
many French speaking countries. By the year
2000, MCFs on the continent had grown to 26
confirmed, 18 in contact and 4 not yet visited.
Geoff’s traveling efforts were greatly rewarded as
witnessed in the attendance of the large number
of Africans represented at the Pan-African AMCF
Conference in Nairobi in 1986. A Southern
Africa Military Chaplains Conference was organized by ACCTS in Zimbabwe, in 1993. The Zimbabwe Minister of Defence was a special guest at
the closing ceremony. In September 1997 Geoff
together with Maj Gen Tumwine and the Uganda
MCF organized a Pan-African Conference in
Kampala.
We thank the Lord Most High for His precious
and valued Soldier Geoff Skippage. May his soul
rest in Peace.
Col Charles Amaning Vice-President AMCF Africa 1984 – 2002
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During a good part of my tenure as President of the AMCF, Geoff Skippage was the leader of ACCTS - Europe, which eventually transitioned
into MMI. Geoff knew more about Africa south of the Sahara than anyone alive at that time. He had an amazing gift of going into the deepest
and darkest parts of Africa, identifying indigenous military Christians
and organizing these believers into Military Christian Fellowships.
Geoff’s legacy in Africa is a permanent part of the worldwide Military
Christian Fellowship expanding movement.
Clay Buckingham, Major General, US Army (retired)
President AMCF 1976 – 1991

The AMCF owes a great debt to Geoff Skippage. In 1973 he was persuaded by
Cleo Buxton, lately of the American OCF, to resign his commission in the
British Army (without earning a pension) to join ACCTS as the core activist of
ACCTS (UK) and later co-founder of MMI. This demanded sacrifice from both
Geoff and Sue, who as a mother had to work to supplement the family income.
For the next 26 years Geoff devoted himself to the founding and support of Military Christian Fellowships throughout Europe and Africa. Already by 1980
twenty-seven leaders from Africa attended the world Conference in Swanwick.
In Europe his lasting legacy was to develop the extensive Euroseminars and
regional conferences, that at Lake Balaton in Hungary in 1999 being his swan
song. We thank the Lord for his life and unique work.
Sir Laurence New, Major General, British Army (retired)
President AMCF 1991 – 2002

www.mmi.org.uk
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S Asia

On the road in South India
by Paddy Hughes RTL S Asia

At Visakhapatnam in Andhra Pradesh, you can see a Soviet era
diesel submarine beached on the sands. Today the site is a
popular Bay of Bengal tourist attraction. Built in Russia in 1969,
the old hunter killer submarine, now a museum piece, was used
by the Indian navy until relatively recently. These days however,
nuclear powered submarines are designed and built by Indian
engineers in Visakhapatnam. Such is the rapid rate of change in
capability and outlook of the Indian military.
Within Indian society there is also rapid change. A Hindu Nationalist Government was swept into power in 2014, largely on an
anti corruption ticket. The Indian economy is booming and trade
is vibrant, which is one of the reasons why Teresa May visited
India so shortly after Brexit was declared. But the social and cultural challenges remain – the caste system, the gross inequality
of rich and poor and womens’ rights. It was against this background that the third annual MMI road trip to India was conducted.
Visakhapatnam is the home of India’s Eastern Naval Command
HQ and was reached after a 24 hour trip from Scotland via Abu
Dhabi, Delhi and Hyderabad. The first engagement was with a
retired naval Commander who runs a local church with outreach
into Bangladesh and Myanmar.
The Commander is well connected with the Indian navy and has
6 serving sailors in his congregation. He was briefed on the
AMCF mission and was aware of the pan- India conference. He
is interested in the work of AMCF
The following day, security and sensitivity was again highlighted
as real challenges for the Christians community in India. A group
of young people from USA were held in Delhi for 12 hours and
then sent home because of apparent evangelical intentions, and
this was despite the protestations of their Indian hosts.
Security is an on-going worry amongst the Christian community.
However, fear about security can be used as an excuse for
doing nothing to further God’s Kingdom. “Co-incidentally” the
thrust of the message being given to the groups of military Christians visited in 2017 was, “Are we working to extend God’s Kingdom or are we standing in the way?”

serving Army Major and his wife. We briefed them on the AMCF
vision and enjoyed a great time of teaching and encouraging
prayer.
From Andhra Pradesh we flew to Bangalore where we were
briefed on the role of Cornelius Network India (CNI). There we
enjoyed a time of intimate prayer and fellowship. We attended
Sunday worship at a wonderful Pentecostal church set up by a
former Army Warrant Officer. The Bible knowledge of the congregation was exceedingly high and many people were fluent in 3 or
even 4 languages.
In Tamal Nadu, we spoke at a gathering of 45 Police (men and
families) and 5 Army Christians. This was near Tiruneveli where
the Irish missionary Amy Carmichael worked for 55 years with
young children rescued from temple prostitution.
We met a young retired Police Inspector who had a home
church in Tiruneveli. The Inspector was converted from Hinduism after a near death experience and a vision of hell. He resigned his job in the police and went into full time ministry. The
police fellowship has allegedly grown in 15 years from nothing to
40,000 members (including families) across India. We were
asked to pray for several people because of concerns over
Dengue Fever in Tamil Nadu and Kerala. Several dozen had
died in September.
In Trivandrum, capital city of Kerala, we went to a group fellowship led by a dynamic ex Indian Air Force Sergeant who is now a
Pastor. His church has about 300 people and runs 2 major outreach programmes per year. The Pastor had just returned from
running a youth gathering of 120 young people.
We met a police woman at Trivandrum airport. She was dressed
in Border Force camouflage uniform. She had attended our Fellowship meet a couple nights before where we had prayed for
her. She recognised us in the busy international airport and
came to say hello - a moment of encouragement. From here we
flew to Delhi to participate in the first Pan Indian conference.

We met 2 young serving Naval officers and enjoyed a good time
of fellowship and worship. Both are high quality young men –
one an engineer on a destroyer and the other a weapons officer.
We came across a serving Indian Submarine Captain and a
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Top right:Pastor Blesson and Pastor John at submarine tourist attraction.
Bottom Left: Pastor Blesson preaching on the road trip.
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Europe

God moving in SW Europe cont from page 1
by RTL Europe Grozdan Stoevski

The MEP, (the Portuguese
MCF), ran three consecutive
activities in November in Lisbon. First, was the International Association of
Evangelical Chaplains (IAEC)
Chaplaincy Course, attended

then the First Iberian Conference of Police and Military
Evangelicals.
The symposium was hosted at
the Military Academy in Lisbon. This important forum was
presided over by Maj Gen
Joao Borges and
featured other distinguished guests
including Bishop
Manuel Linda
(Chief Chaplain,
RC), Admiral
Edgar Marcos de
Bastos Ribeiro,
General (ret) Srilal
Weerasooriya
Chaplains from Lusophone Africa attending the
(AMCF President),
IAEC training with MMI team leader Samuel Coias Chaplain Douglas
by a group of 17
Lee (IAEC President) and othstudents from different denom- ers.
inations, 5 of whom
Religious Freedon Symposium. See page 8 for
came from Lusonames
phone Africa
especially for the
course.
This was followed by
a one day symposium on Religious
Freedom in the
Armed Forces and

The First Iberian Conference,
organized jointly with the Coordinator of Christian Police

lice officers and their wives.
On Saturday afternoon the
participants were divided into

(CPC, Spain),commenced the
next day with an official Opening Ceremony and welcome of
the Spanish and Portuguese
flags. The three day-conference was very intense and
filled with various talks and
presentations. Rev Mike Terry
(AMCF VP for SC Europe) and
Rev Grozdan Stoevski (MMI
RTL Europe) were both given
the opportunity to deliver a
talk. There were over 100
people in attendance, many of
them serving military and po-

categories – military, police,
ladies and young people – as
each group had its own workshop. Col (ret) Fernando
Freire (MEP President), together with Lt Col (ret)
Samuel Coias (MEP, MMI) and
their volunteer staff did an exceptional job organizing and
running the whole event and
its various activities. The work
of the Holy Spirit and the presence of the Lord were very
tangible throughout the
conference.

An unforgettable time of fellowship on SAR 17.
by RTL Europe Grozdan Stoevski

gathered again for a full
week of Bible study, prayer,
fellowship, adventures and
much fun together. The
overarching theme was the
500th

Eight countries, 24 participants, 5 days –
these are the statistics behind the third
Summer Adventure Retreat, organized by
MMI at the Primorsko Club Bulgaria. Behind these figures there are real people
and faces, personal stories, lots of prayer,
action, hundreds of miles on the road,
stress, sweat, much effort but most of all
an unforgettable time of fellowship with
the Lord and each other. Delegations from
the Netherlands, Albania, Kosovo, Armenia, Russia, Turkey, France, Bulgaria
MMI Newsletter Winter 2018

Anniversary of the Protestant Reformation. Each day the SAR participants looked at one of the 5 Solas Sola Scriptura, Sola Gratia, Sola Fide,
Solus Christus, Soli Deo Gloria –
guided by Rev Grozdan. There were also
MCF and country presentations each day.
The adventures included sailing, horseback riding, the Jeep safari and of course,
beach time. A definite highlight was the in-
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troduction of “Boot Camp” training in the
early mornings by the ex Marines Sgt
Willem Hoogenraad (NCOK)! The work of
the Holy Spirit was very obvious throughout the week; one participant made a profession of faith, others renewed their
commitment to the Lord and found a passion to study the Scriptures. The worship
and prayers were lively. Upon return to
Sofia many of the SAR participants attended the HTC worship service, followed
by a half day Marriage seminar, con-

ducted by Eric and Anke Mandille and
Grozdan and Slavica Stoevski. The teaching was appreciated and as a result, MMI
got invited to do the full version of the
seminar in Moscow, in May 2018.
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Europe
An Orthodox stream is developing within AMCF
by Mark Hibbert-Hingston MMI Executive Secretary

Following a successful 1st International
Orthodox Consultation in 2015, a second
event took place in November 2017, held
this time in the Troyan Monastery, Bulgaria, at the invitation of the Abbot and
with the approval of the Holy Synod. Although fewer countries were represented
this time, the warmth of friendships established two years ago meant that fellowship and open sharing was taken to a new
level. The presence of 3 Orthodox monks

Bishop/Abbot and the monks was wonderful, food and drink lavish and the Divine Liturgy we attended on Wednesday
morning a solemn, worshipful event,
which had a profound impact on the
senses of smell, sight and hearing.
After two full nights and one day at
Troyan, the party moved on to Dryanovo
Monastery “St. Archangel Michael”,
where we were met and hosted by Metropolitan (Archbishop) Grigorii, who has
Alone amongst the five nations represented, Bulgaria has no established military chaplaincy as yet, and Grozdan felt
that the interview may have taken the
process a step or two forwards. The party
then travelled to the Troyan Monastery, 3
hours from Sofia. It turned out to be perfect for the event. The hospitality of the

from a German monastery
was a blessing and a treat,
and their acapella singing
in perfect harmony of old
German folk songs one
evening was wonderful.
After a night in Sofia delegates, ACCTS and MMI
staff attended a television
interview for national TV, at
which each
Orthodox delegation was
interviewed. This went
well, and Europe RTL
Grozdan was delighted at
the positive exposure
given to the event.

attended AMCF events in
the past. He told us he
would be delighted if the
next IOC is held there in
2019. During an informal
meeting with Grozdan and
Mark H-H the next morning,
Fr Konstantin (from
Moscow) observed that an
Orthodox stream within
AMCF is developing. This is
an answer to the prayers of
many, and it is a joy that he
sees it as very clearly within
AMCF and not parallel to it.

MMI SUPPORTERS’
WEEKEND

Weekend, Day, Morning or Afternoon maybe just Lunch or Dinner,
YOU CHOOSE,
we would love to see you

10-11 March
“MILITARY CHRISTIAN WITNESS
IN ARMED CONFLICT”

All 3 speakers are Military Christians with much
experience in conflict and war situations. There
will also be updates from each of our regions of
ministry – Africa, Europe, Middle East & S Asia.
Come for as much or as little as you can.

Guest Speakers: Vasily Khimich (Ukraine),
Augustin Tchenkoua(Cameroon)
and a question time with
AMCF President Gen Srilal Weerasooriya
(Sri Lanka)
See flyer for details
6.

Please pre-book meals with the MMI office
(admin@mmi.org.uk ). If you come for the whole
weekend, please arrange your own local accommodation. Accommodation can be booked at
Sarum College at lc@sarum.ac.uk.
Venue: St Paul’s Church and Sarum College
Salisbury
See flyer for programme

www.mmi.org.uk
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KORNELIUSZ is 20!
by Hermann Meyer MMI E&S Africa team

New CE/TL and New Chair
of Trustees appointed.

In mid October the Polish MCF KORNELIUSZ held
their 20th Anniversary conference in Warsaw in the HQ
of the Polish Armed Forces Chief Chaplain. Military
chaplain Thomasz Wiglasz, the representative of the
bishop, described the relationship between Chaplaincy
and MCF as cooperative, trustful and fruitful.
Igor Sawicki, previous President of MCF KORNELIUSZ and one of their founders, gave a eulogy in
honour of the late MMI Co-Worker LTC (retd) Rainer
Thorun. In very moving words and sentiments Igor remembered Rainer initiating the idea to establish a Polish MCF while Igor was attending a conference hosted
by the German MCF Corneliusvereinigung at Dassel in
April 1997. Igor further recognised Rainer`s role as
mentor during the next decade, as close friend –
Rainer himself being born in Königsberg/Kaliningrad –
and “godfather” of sorts to all East European MCFs
and valued Rainer & Karin`s commitment in conducting marriage seminars.
Daniel Krycki, President of KORNELIUSZ gave an
overview of KORNELIUSZ`s growth, development and
today`s fields of operation, amongst which sharing the
Gospel and giving ethical education to cadets of the
military academy, the police academy and support to
military leaders and chaplains in difficult leadership
and ministry situations, were the priority. Maintaining
and extending relationships with other European
MCFs was also recognised as important. Daniel
recognised the work of Major (retd) Dariusz Wujciuk as
founding President of KORNELIUSZ and those of Col
(retd) Igor Sawicki - first as Dariusz` successor and
then as co-partner by sharing the responsibility in presiding a steadily growing and prospering MCF.
Greeting addresses were given by Torbjörn Boström ,
AMCF VP N/E Europe, Bernhard Kaltenbach and Dick
Barnes from ACCTS and Hermann Meyer from MMI.

At the beginning of
December the MMI Trustees
announced that they had appointed Major General Roddy
Porter to be the next MMI Chief
Executive/Team Leader
(CE/TL), succeeding Colonel
Jos McCabe. Roddy will assume his new role, which, as for
Jos, will be part time, in April
2018. Roddy stood down as an
MMI trustee to prepare for the
appointment in mid
December.
Of his long road to discerning a call to this work, Roddy said,
“When Jos announced in 2015 that he would retire in two years, I
wondered if God might have a more direct role for me in MMI. I had
many conversations with my prayer partners and, although passionate
about MMI’s work, I did not discern any such call; and I was still employed by another organisation. The call came dramatically, following
my retirement from working in London, during October’s ACCTS Staff
Conference in White Sulphur Springs, Pennsylvania. There, in a short
space of time I heard the Lord’s call resoundingly clear through several
people in the AMCF family, including the President and folk I had not
met until that week. I was amazed at how directly God spoke to me
through others. I knew I had to apply.”
The MMI Trustees investigated the call on his return to the UK and affirmed, after prayer and reflection, that this was a genuine call to the
work. Trustees then conducted a pastoral review with Roddy and his
wife, Marianne, to test and establish the call. A firm recommendation
was made to November’s meeting of Trustees. Roddy was offered the
post thereafter, which he was pleased to accept.

One of the highlights was the official welcome to six
new members into KORNELIUSZ . We all experienced
a very blessed anniversary conference with many
reasons for thanksgiving and worship.
Major (retd) Dariusz Wujciuk with Hermann Meyer.
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The trustees have appointed
Homfray Vines (left) to replace
Roddy as the Chair of
Trustees, with Rev Mark
Chester (below) agreeing to
serve as Vice chair.
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MMI Notice-board
and more from SW Europe!

The MMI Annual Report 2016-2017
is now available to view on our website. Hard copies are available on request from the office.

Above: RTL Europe Grozdan with
Slavica working hard at Expresate
in Spain (see front page for details).

Calendar
January:
EC & Staff Retreat
Guinea Conakry

Right: The IAEC chapalincy training course in Portugal - see page 5
for details.

Feb

Below: Past & present AMCF VPs
S&C Europe working hard at the
AMI conference in Rome!

Benin chaplaincy training
2 -5 EMCM Lubbecke
Page 5 Middle (Senior Officers): From Left to
Right: Brigadier General José Gonçalves, Director
Army Personnel Seviçes (Member MEP); General
Srilal Weeraosoriya, President AMCF; Vice Admiral Bastos Ribeiro, Director IUM - Military University Institute; General João Borges, Military
Academy Commander (Host of Religious Freedom
Conference);Colonel /Retd Fernando Freire /
Presidente MEP

March
10/11 Supporters Weekend.

Sign up for
PrayerLink at
prayer@mmi.org.uk

Find us on facebook at
Military Ministries International
Patron
General the Lord Dannatt
GCB CBE MC DL

Associates
Col Charles Amaning (Ghana)
Captain Mike Barritt
Jeremy Clare
Gen Tim Cross
Rev Simon Farmer
Mrs Anthea Fillingham
Gen Joshua Hamidu (Ghana)
Col Peter Harvey
Col Ivar Hellberg
LTC(R) Dell McDonald (USA)
Gen Lee, Pil Sup (South Korea)
Gen Sir Laurence New
Cdr Brian Parker
Cdr Michael and Mrs Sue Piper
Mrs Gina Rajah (Brazil)
Lt Col Jan Ransom
Capt Inge Wold (Norway)
Mrs Sue Skippage
Maj John Seii (Kenya)
Ian Willis
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Text a donation
Did you know you can donate to
MMI by text?
Simply text MMIX07 £2, £5 or £10
(maximum) to 70070.
or Give online
Use this QR code to go to the MMI
page and give
through Stewardship’s give.net.
Download a QR code reader
from App Store or Google Play.
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Military Ministries International
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Trustees
Major (Ret’d) Homfray Vines (Chairman)
Rev. Mark Chester (Vice Chair)
Rev David Gilchrist
Lt Col (Ret’d) Dr. Charles Kirke
Lt Col (Ret’d) Mike Paterson
Mrs Janet Seierstad (Norway)
Lt Col Roland Shuli
Col (retd) Ian Westermann
Flt Lt Rev Neil Galloway RAF (AMI observer)
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